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Wednesday, February 11, 2015 507aplasmid and the circular plus-strand, which is later replicated by a different
mechanism. We used a custom-built magnetic tweezers device to observe
initiation (nicking) by RepD. The initiation site, oriD, consists of three in-
verted complementary repeats that are predicted to form secondary DNA
structures (hairpins). When the circular plasmid is damage-free DNA gyrase
converts the relaxed circular DNA into a compact, negatively supercoiled,
form which favours extrusion of secondary structure motifs. Using magnetic
tweezers to artificially supercoil a length of DNA containing the oriD
sequence, we found RepD nicking activity is highly sensitive to the degree
and sign of supercoiling. Positive supercoiling (over-winding) strongly in-
hibits nicking whereas negative supercoiling stimulates nicking. We propose
that DNA supercoiling acts as a gate-keeper to ensure plasmids are
damage-free before DNA replication is initiated and the time required for
daughter plasmid supercoiling may regulate plasmid copy number. To corrob-
orate this idea we used magnetic tweezers to directly observe formation of
DNA secondary structure in the absence of RepD and we have preliminary
results showing how the structures change in the presence of RepD.
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Combining biophysical measurements on the function and control of T4 bacte-
riophage replication complexes with detailed structural information can throw
light onto the mechanism of action of these ‘macromolecular machines’. In this
study we use the low energy circular dichroism and fluorescent properties of
site-specifically introduced fluorescent base analogues and single molecule
(sm) FRET experiments with cyanine dyes to monitor the binding and interac-
tions of gene 59 protein (gp59) with gene 41 protein (gp41). Gp59 is the
helicase loader protein of the T4 DNA replication system, and gp41 is the hex-
americ helicase that drives duplex DNA unwinding. Using smFRET experi-
ments we are able to monitor the stoichiometry and dynamics of gp59
binding to different DNA constructs and our results show that gp59 binds as
a single subunit to the fork junction of a model DNA replication fork. CD
and fluorescence experiments with base analogue probes show that the binding
of gp59 to a forked DNA construct perturbs the bases at the junction and sug-
gests that once the gp41 helicase hexamer has been loaded this conformational
perturbation extends deep into the double helix. In addition these experiments
suggest that the stoichiometry of gp41 to gp59 subunits in the functional
helicase-loader complex is 6:1. Possible molecular mechanisms by which these
proteins might work together in setting up various functional interactions with
the other components of the DNA replication complex will be discussed.
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DNA translocations are key factors in deregulating cell growth. Currently
known translocations are estimated to drive at least 20% of cancer cases. In
vitro single-molecule assays of DNA translocations are technically challenging
since translocations occurs often at random sites of distinct DNA elements.
Here we present a dual-DNAmanipulation and fluorescence visualization assay
using Correlative optical Tweezers-Fluorescence Microscopy (CTFM) where
we reconstitute an in vitro model of a translocation between two gene-sized
DNA molecules by first inducing DNA break at controlled locations and sub-
sequently observing, in real time, the repair of DNA catalyzed by two core
elements of the human Non-Homologous End Joining (NHEJ) pathway: XLF
and XRCC4. We find that XLF and XRCC4 efficiently catalyze the formation
of a bridge between broken DNA molecule having extraordinary strength and
stability.
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In transcription-coupled repair (TCR), E. coli RNA polymerase (RNAP) stalled
on a DNA lesion is removed by the Mfd tanslocase, which then recruits
downstream repair components UvrA/UvrB. Mfd-RNAP interactions can be
observed in real-time using the magnetic trapping of single DNA molecules
to monitor states of the transcription bubble created by RNA polymerase.Remodelling of the stalled RNAP transcription bubble occurs in a sequence
of two mechanical steps with formation of a long-lived intermediate. In the in-
termediate state, mechanical signatures of protein-DNA interactions are insuf-
ficient to clearly identify which protein partners are interacting with the DNA,
as they could involve RNAP, Mfd, or a combination of the two. We combine
single-molecule nanomanipulation and single-molecule fluorescence in a
TIRF field to monitor, in real-time, the arrival and departure of the different
components of the reaction, via fluorescence, while we simultaneously record
the chemo-mechanical state of the protein-DNA complex, via nanomanipula-
tion. This allows us to correlate the catalytic state to the molecular composition
of this dynamic, multicomponent DNA repair complex.
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RecQ Helicases are a highly conserved class of ATP-dependent DNA helicases
that perform multifunctional roles in genome maintenance. In E. coli, RecQ is
known to physically and functionally interact with Topoisomerase III, a type IA
topoisomerase. The coupling of helicase activity and topoisomerase activity
that results from this interaction is responsible for resolving complex DNA
structures such as double Holliday junctions. Similar interactions have been
demonstrated in homologous proteins in other organisms, including the human
RecQ helicase BLM and TopoIIIa, and the yeast helicase SgsI and TopoIII.
There is also evidence that single-stranded DNA binding protein (SSB) inter-
acts with RecQ and is a necessary component of this complex in vivo. We
sought to explore the mechanism by which RecQ stimulates TopoIII activity,
and by which SSB stimulates RecQ activity, as well as the individual contribu-
tions of these proteins to topological changes in DNA using single molecule
experiments. To investigate the roles of RecQ, TopoIII, and SSB, individually
and in a ternary complex, we measured their effect on DNA hairpin unwinding
and refolding using magnetic tweezers. We also conducted experiments on
over- and under-wound double-stranded DNA to probe the roles of RecQ
and SSB in activation of TopoIII relaxation of supercoiled DNA. This tech-
nique allows us to probe changes in DNA topology as a consequence of enzyme
activity in real time. Our findings demonstrate a complex set of interactions and
provide a framework for understanding the mechanism of the resolvase activity
of the RecQ-TopoIII- SSB complex.
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Fluorescence microscopy was used in combination with molecular constructs
to measure in real time and in living cells the transcriptional activity of individ-
ual genes and their displacement within the nucleus. The question whether local
mobility of individual chromatin regions is correlated to their transcriptional
output is still the subject of active research. There is a consensus that the local
chromatin environment and physical accessibility may play a role in modu-
lating transcription, possibly determining the large heterogeneity observed in
RNA Polymerase II (PolII) elongation rates measured from fluorescence as-
says. Employing high-speed fluorescence nanoimaging we measure here at
ms-temporal resolution PolII elongation and we are able to resolve the minute
displacements of identical active genes surrounding a labeled transgene array.
We observe a correlation between the transcriptional activity and sub-
micrometer movements of the active genes that is evidence of an active molec-
ular mechanism determining displacements of the active genes following
transcriptional bursts. Furthermore, we detect a significant heterogeneity in
the kinetics of identical genes measured simultaneously and at sub-second tem-
poral resolution within the same cell. Together these observations rule out cell
to cell variability as the underlying cause for the observed kinetic heterogeneity
and point to the local chromatin environment and physical accessibility as the
source of PolII elongation variability. Work supported in part by NIH P41-
GM103540 and NIH P50-GM076516
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RNA synthesis in all organisms is regulated throughout transcript initiation and
elongation. The secondary channel (SC) of multi-subunit RNA polymerases
